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Modern instrument performances of Vivaldi are now about as rare as hen’s teeth, but here 
we have the Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra fielding seventeen string players (including the 
Director, Ariadne Daskalakis) plus cembalo and theorbe, so even with the lack of vibrato the 
sound is a much plusher than you find with period instrument groups. However that apart, 
you might have difficulty in telling new from old in these accounts. Some of this is probably 
down to Ariadne Daskalakis, who apparently specialises in fostering historically informed 
performing practice with non-period instrument groups, but one also suspects the 
Stuttgartians may have decided that – regrettably – the only way they will be taken seriously 
in Baroque music is by aping period style, so tempi are often quite brisk, there is usually 
plenty of attack and sforzando and staccato markings are observed..  

In keeping with period style at the start of the A minor Concerto the soloists (who, except 
Daskalakis, are all members of the orchestra) are primus inter pares, but more to the fore in 
the sublime Larghetto, where they lead the melody. However in the Concerto for Two Cellos,
more rhythmic attack, a greater dynamic range (although that would presumably be 
unauthentic) in the first movement and a smoother melodic line, counter-balanced by the use
of rubato, in the Largo wouldn’t have gone amiss. The first movement of the F major 
Concerto could do with more aggression and the Andante is too fast, as is that of the B flat 
major.  Nevertheless the abiding impression these performance leave is of a group of 
musicians enjoying themselves, albeit within the confines of the performing tradition they 
have adopted. 

Sound

Balance: 5
Inner balance: 5
Detail and clarity: 4
Dynamic range: 5



It is usually accepted within audiophile circles that the finest analogue sound produces the 
nearest you are going to get to natural instrumental timbres and a true sense of acoustic. 
Before considering the former it must be said that the acoustic on this LP is seriously 
compromised by the use of a church. Such buildings seem to be very popular with recording 
companies today, presumably because they are cheap to hire, but their reverberation time is
unacceptably long for any form of music (to put this in context, even a large hall such as the 
Musikverein, Vienna has an empty reverberation time of about 2.7 seconds, which is 
considerably less than that on this recording) let alone such a small orchestra. 

This is a pity because everything else about the image is excellent. There is clarity, definition
– although they would have been better still minus the halo of reverberation – weight and 
yes the instrumental timbres have real presence and naturalness. For comparison the recent
Rachel Podger, Brecon Baroque recording of Vivaldi’s L’estro armonico was chosen 
(Channel Classics), played in DSD64 native format and for all its clarity and the more 
controlled acoustic, it still cannot equal the naturalness of the string sound on this LP. The 
overall balance is nicely middle-distance; the soloists are realistically placed and aren’t 
allowed to hog the limelight, while the dynamic range is again very good. So all-in-all very 
fine sound, but Tacet please note, avoid churches in future and why given that the recording 
was made in 2012 did it take until 2015 for it to be published?

 


